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Abstract. We give a homomorphic characterization f the class of recursively enumerable 
languages: it is shown that any recursively enumerable language is the homomorphic image of 
the intersection of a Dyck language and a 'minimal linear' language. 
There have been a number of homomorphic haracterizations for classes of 
languages. For the class of context-free languages, Chomsky and Stanley's charac- 
terization [2, 12] is well known. They showed that any context-free language is the 
homomorphic mage of the intersection of a Dyck language and a regular language. 
For the class of recursively enumerable languages, Ginsburg, Greibach and 
Harrison's characterization [7]using two deterministic context-free languages, Culik 
II's characterization [4]using a minimal set, and Engelfriet and Rozenberg's charac- 
terization [5] using an equality set (or fixed point set) and a regular language are 
known. 
Hirose and Nasu [9] showed that for classes of languages ~ and c¢, if c¢ is closed 
under homomorphism and inverse homomorphism, then any language in ~ is the 
homomorphic image of the intersection ofa context-free language and some language 
in c~ if and only if there exists a left universal context-free grammar G [10] for 
with respect o c~ (for each language L in ~ a control language C in c¢ can be 
found such that G controled by C generates L by leftmost derivations). As an 
application of the above result, they showed that for the class of recursively 
enumerable anguages there also exists the same type of characterization f Chomsky 
and Stanley, that is, any recursively enumerable anguage is the homomorphic mage 
of the intersection of a Dyck language and a linear context-free language. 
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In this paper, we refine the result of Hirose and Nasu, and directly show that 
any recursively enumerable anguage is the homomorphic mage of the intersection 
of a Dyck language and a minimal inear language. 
The reader is referred to Salomaa [1 1] for recent results of morphic haracterization 
and to Ginsburg [6] and Harrison [8] for background material and additional details. 
First let us introduce the necessary definitions. 
Definition 1. Let G = (V, ~, P, S) be a phrase structure grammar with the set of 
nonterminal symbols V, the set of terminal symbols Z, the set of production rules 
P and the initial symbol S. For any s c and ~ in (Vw,Y,)*, if ~= ~o~at02, ~= to~/3t02 
and 7r" a -->/3 ~ P, then we write 
-/r i 
If ~ = ff or there are strings 77o, T]I, • • • , T]r such that ~: = r/o, ~ = r/r and ~i-i OG ~i 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r, then we write 
T 
where ~" = 17" I 17" 2 • • • 7 r  r .  
Definition 2. Let G = ( V, ~, P, S) be a phrase structure grammar. Then 
T 
L(G)  = {w ~ Z*[ S 3"  w for some z in P*} 
is the language generated by G. 
Definition 3. G=(V,  ,~, P, S) is a minimal linear grammar (see Chomsky and 
Schiitzenberger [3]) if it contains only one nonterminal symbol (namely S) and all 
of the production rules in P are of the forms 
and 
S- uSv (u, ve Y.*) 
S- w (w 
A language L is minimal inear if there is a minimal inear grammar G such that 
L= L(G). 
We now prove the following result which shows that any recursively enumerable 
language is the homomorphic image of the intersection of a Dyck language and a 
minimal inear language. 
Theorem. For each alphabet ~, there exist an alphabet ~,', a Dyck language D over 
Z', and a homomorphism h'(~')*-->Z* which satisfy the property that for each 
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recursively enumerable language L over 2: a minimal inear language L' over 2:' can 
be found such that 
L= h(Dc~ L'). 
Proof. Suppose that 2 = {al, a2 , . . . ,  am}. Let 
2: '=2:w{a~,a~, . . . ,a '}w{c ,c ' ,d ,d '}u{#,  #' ,  $  $'} 
be an alphabet of 2m + 8 elements. Let Go = ({So}, Z', Po, So), where 
Po={So-* e} 
u {So- .  Soa,Soa',Sol 1 <- i <~ m } 
w {So-* SocSoc'So, So-* SodSod'So} 
u {So-* So# So#'So, So-. So$So$'So}. 
Let D= L(Go). J And let h be the homomorphism on (2:')* defined by 
h(a , )  = ai, h(a ' i )  = e (1 <~ i<~ m), 
h(c)= h(c')= h(d)= h(d ' )= h(#)= h(# ' )= h($)= h($' )= e. 
Now let L__ 2:* be an arbitrary recursively enumerable language, and G = 
( V, 2, P, S) be a phrase structure grammar such that L = L(G). Suppose that V = 
{vl, rE , . . . ,  v,}. In  order to construct a new grammar G' corresponding to G, we 
define two coding functions C and C'. 
C : ( Vu  2:)-. {c, d} m+" 
C(a i )  = cid m+n-i (1 <~ i<~ m), 
C(vj) = cr"+id ~-i (1 ~<j~< n), 
C': ( Vw 2)- .{c' ,  d'} "+" 
C' (a i )  = d 'm+n- ic ' i  (1 ~< i~ < m),  
C'(vj) = d'"-Jc '''+j (1 <~j<~ n). 
Let G '= ({o'}, 2:', P', o'), where 
P'= {tr-* o-$'# '$'C'(S)$'} II, 
u {o~-. $C(ai)cr$'C'(a,)la, e 2:} II2 
{ cr - .  $ C ( vj ) tr$' C ' ( vj ) l v~ e v}  II 3 
Theorem is valid even if we replace D with D-(D-{e})  2 which is called restricted Dyck primes 
(see Berstel [1]). 
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w {or-.-> $C(A , )$C(A2) . . .  $C(Ap)o 'S 'C ' (Bq)S 'C ' (Bq_ , ) . . .  $ 'C'(B,)  
[A~A2 . . . Ap .--> B~B2 . . . Bq ~ P, 
A ie  Vw 2:(1 ~< i<~p), Bj e Vu  2:(1 <~j<~ q)} H 4 
u {a'--* $# o '$ '# '}  [Is 
u {o'---> $# $a'$' # '} 116 
u {o'-> C(ai)$o'$'a'~$'ll ~ i<. m} 117 
w {~r--> # o" # '$'} 1-I8 
w { o---> $$a,o" Iai e 2:} 119 
u {a'--* $$# }. 11~o 
Let L '= L(G' ) .  Since O'  is a minimal linear grammar, L' is minimal linear. 
Here, for the sake of  simplicity, we define some notations. 
For each ~: = AIA2... Ak in ( Vu  Z)*,  A~ ~ Vw.Y, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, let 
E(~)  - $C(A1)$C(A2)$  . . . $C(Ak)$ ,  
E ' (~) = $ 'C ' (Ak)$ 'C ' (Ak_ I )$ '  . . . $'C'(A~)$', 
and for each w = a~,a~2.., ai~ in Z*,  ai r e Z for j = l, 2 , . . . ,  k, let 
H(w)  = $$ai,$$ai2$$ • • • $$aik$$, 
' ' ' ' ' $$a~,$$ .  H' (  w) = $ $ aik$ $ a'ik_,~'~'~'," " " " ' '  ' ' '  
From the construction of G',  we note that the following claims hold. (In Appendix 
A, the proofs of Claims 6 and 7 are shown. The proofs of Claims 10 and 12 are 
similar to that of Claim 7. The rest of them are almost trivial.) 
Claim 1. For the initial symbol  S o f  G, 
tr ==#G' cr$' # 'E ' (  S). 
Claim 2. I f  6=#a~for  ~ and ~ in (VwZ)* ,  then 
o'$' :=~ ~, E (~)  # o '$ '# 'E'(~) 
for  some ~" in ( I I2 -{ - I I3 )*H4(1 - I2 -{ - I [3 ) : ' t : I - I5  . 
Claim& I f  s~=#a~for ~ and ~ in (Vu2~)* ,  then 
7" 
orS' =:>*, E (~)  # $¢r$'# 'E'(~) 
for  some ~" in (112-f-I-I3)*]-I4(II2+I-[3)*H6. 
Claim 4. 
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For any w in ~* there exists a 7. in II*II8 such that 
T 
$cr$' ~ ,  E( w) # or# 'n ' (w).  
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Claim 5. For any w in ~,* there exists a 7" in II*IllO such that 
T 
~*,  I-I(w)#. 
T 
Claim 6. I f  cr =~ ~, w' and w' ~ 19, then 
7. s I I l (P ' - I I l  - IIlo)*IIlo. 
T1 ~2 
Claim 7. I f  cr =~,  Xcr$'# 'E ' (~)X'  ==~*, w', where X ~ {e} u (Z')* # ,  XX'  e D, ~ 
(VuZ)* ,  and w' ~ D, then 
7.: ~ (n: + n ,  + n , ) * (n ,  + 1-16)(P')*. 
Claim8. For any 7. in (H2+H3+II4)*II5 there exist ~ and ~ in (Vu  Z)* such that 
T 
o-$' =~,~, E(~:) # o-$'# 'E'(~') 
and 
~ =~ *~ ~. 
Claim 9. For any 7. in (I-I2+l-[a+l-I4)*II 6 there exist ~ and ~ in ( V u ~, )* such that 
"1" 
I . o-$ ~,  E(~')# $~$'# 'E ' (0  
and 
~*~.  
7" I "r 2 
Claim 10. I f  or =~*, X$tr$' # 'E'(~)X' =~*, w', 
w' ~ D, then 
T2 e IIT*II8(P')*. 
where XX '  e D, ~e (Vu,X)*, and 
Claim 11. For any ¢ in II7*IIs there exists a w in Z* such that 
'I" 
$o'$' ~ ,  E(w)#cr#'H'(w). 
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"r I I" 2 
Claim 12. I f  crY*,  Xcr# 'H'(w)X'  ~* ,  w', where XX'  ~ D, w~Z*,  and w' ~ D, then 
r 2 E H*Hlo. 
Claim 13. For any r in lI*l-[lo there exists a w in ~,* such that 
T 
c~* ,  H(w)#. 
To complete the proof, we shall show that 
L(G)= h(Dc~L(G')). 
Assume that w ~ L(G). Let 
S = 60 ~ ~ ~o"  " " ~o  ~r = W 
be a derivation of w in G. Then, it follows from Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 that there 
exists the following derivation in G': 
"r 1 
o- ;'c, o-$'# 'E'(s%) 
"r 2 
.--~. ~, E(,~o)# o.$' #'E'(,~l)#'E'(~o) 
where 
T2r -  1 
:,~, E (~o)# E(~: l )  # " ' "  ~ E(~r -2 )# °'$ ' 
#'E ' (~r - , )# 'E ' (~r -2 )#""  #'E'(~o) 
~,~, E(¢o) # E(~I) ~ " ' "  ~ E(~r-2) # E(~,_,) #Str$' 
#'E'(~r)#'E' (~, ._ , )#'E ' (~r-2)#"" # 'E'(~o) 
----->~, E(~o) # E(~,) # . . .  # E(~r-2) # E(6 - , )  # E(~r) # tr 
#'H'(~,)#'E'(~,)#'E'(~,._,)#'E'(~,._2)#"'" #'E'(~o) 
I" 5 
:,~, E(~o) # E(bCl) ~ .... # E(~,-2) # E(~,._,)# E(¢r)# H(~r)# 
#'H'(~,.)#'E'(6,)# 'E ' (6 - , )# 'E ' (~r -2 )#""  #'E'(~o), 
"rl ~ lIi, 
"/'2j E (I-I 2 "a t- II3)*II4(II2 + II3)*H5 
r3 ~ (H2 + r l3 )*H , ( I I2  + I I3)*I I6,  
(1 ~j~< r -  1), 
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r4 ~ H*IIs, 
rs ~ I-I'111o. 
Let w'~ (.,Y')* be a word derived by the above derivation. From the definitions 
of C, C', E, E', H, and H' we have 
w'=D and h(w')=h(H(¢,))=h(H(w))=w. 
Therefore, 
w ~ h(D n L(G')). 
Conversely, assume that we h(Dn L(G')). Then there exists a w'e Dn  L(G') 
such that h(w') = w. Since w'~ L(G'), there exists a re  (P')* such that 
"r 
cr =>~, w'. 
It follows from Claims 6, 1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 that 
r~ n , I (n :  + n3 + n,)*n5}*(n: + n3 + n,)*n6ntnsn9*n,o. 
Therefore, the above derivation can be written as follows: 
~'1 
cr ".'a, cr$'# 'E'(S) 
% 
>*, E(¢o)# " '"  # E(¢r_ , )#o 'S '# 'E ' (¢ , - , )#" ' "  #'E ' (¢o)#'E ' (S)  
• 7 3 
)'~, E(~:o) # " ' "  # E(~:r- l)  # E(~:r) #$cr$  '
# 'E ' (~r, )#'E ' (~r~_t)#' ' ' '  # E'(¢o)#'E'($)  
% 
.~,~, E(~:o) # ' ' '  # E(~:r_l) # E(l~r)# E(w, )#o"  
#'H ' (w, )# 'E ' (~r )# 'E ' (~, , _ , )#""  'E'(¢;o)#'E'(S) 
% 
- ' - '~ ,  E(~:o) ~ " ' "  # E(~:r- l )  # E(~r) 7~i e(wl )  # H(w2)# 
#'H' (w, )#'E ' (~'~)#'E ' (~,_ , )# ' . . .  E ' (~o)#'E'(S),  
where 
71E rI1, 
r2~ {(I12 + IIs + II,)*IIs}*, 
7" 3 E (]'I 2 "3 I" I I 3 + l[4)*rI6, 
r, ~ IIT*IIs, 
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Since w'~ D, we have 
S=~o, 
~i=~i+l for i=0 ,  1 , . . . ,  r -  1, 
~r : Wl ,  
W 1 ~ W 2. 
It follows from Claims 8 and 9 that 
~:i =:~ ~ri for i=0 ,  1 , . . . ,  r. 
Hence, in G, there exists a derivation as follows: 
s = 3"  = = w2.  
It is clear that 
w = h(w') = h(H(w2)) = w2. 
Thus we have 
w e L(G). 
Remark. The class of regular languages and the class of minimal inear languages 
are incomparable. Hence, from the characterization in this paper and the Chomsky 
and Stanley's characterization f context-free languages, the question arises whether 
there exists a subclass of minimal inear languages which characterizes the class of 
context-free languages. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Claim 6. Since w' e D, the number of # and that of # '  included in w' are 
equal. When any rule except II~ and II~o is applied, the difference of the numbers 
of # and # '  does not change. When II~ is applied, the number of # '  increases one 
and, when Hlo is applied, the number of # increases one. Since H~o can be applied 
only once at the end, H~ is also applied only once. If one of the rules except II~ 
and 1-I9 is applied at first, it would contradict w'~/9. When a rule in H9 is applied 
at first, then tr has to derive X'$'$' (X '~ (X')*) to the right end. But tr can not 
derive such a string to the right end whenever any rule may be applied. Therefore, 
only II~ can be applied at first. (Strictly speaking, if S-> e is in P (namely Wo: tr--> 
$C(S)tr is in II4), then the rule ~ro can be applied at first and w's D can be derived 
T 
(that is, for some ¢ ~ II4(P')*, tr =:~, w' and w'e D are possible). But, for such w', 
h(w')= e can be shown straightforwardly. Moreover, e is in L(G), because S-~ e 
is in P. So, in order to prove that L(G) _D h (D n L(G')), we are justified in concluding 
that only H~ can be applied at first.) 
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Proof of Claim 7. Since XX'~ D and w~ D, after zl is applied, or has to derive 
E(sr)# Y (Ye  $(,Y')*)to the right of X. To derive such a string to the right of X, 
there does not exist a sequence of rules except hose in (1-I2 + 1-13 + 1-14)* (II5 + I'I6)(P')*. 
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